In two minutes of cutting time:

Compare!!

Chop Saw  Conventional Cutter  KwikSnap 2500

2500 *Kwik*Snap

A semi-auto production cutter for cast iron soil pipe from the company who invented the "squeeze and pop" principle. Cuts 1½"-6" soil pipe fast, easy and safely. Much cleaner than chop saws. Electric/hydraulic power is quiet and reliable. Built in handle and pneumatic tires for easy transport.

Gross weight, packed .............................................................................................. 375 lbs. (171kg)
Net weight............................................................................................................... 258 lbs. (118kg)

Features:
- Five second cutting cycle time
- Unique chain design eliminates resetting for each cut on same size
- Semi-auto operation
- Much cleaner than sawing
- Dual pressure switches for safety

Specifications:
- Dimensions 32" x 20" x 50"
- 10" pneumatic wheels
- 1 hp. electric motor, 11.2 amps, 115V, 60Hz

5222  Replacement Cutter Chain.......................................................................... 5 lbs.  (2.3kg)